This process required to ensure the timely completion of the project.

- Develop Schedule Process
  {Documents and Interview}

- Control Schedule Process
  {Observation and Interview}

- In case of delay
  {Observation}
A Procurement Management Process, or Procurement Process, is a method by which items are purchased from external suppliers. The procurement management process involves managing the ordering, receipt, review and approval of items from suppliers.

- Identify the goods and services to procure {Observation and Documents}

- Receive goods and services from suppliers {Questionnaires and Observation}
PROJECT COST MANAGEMENT

The process required to ensure the project is completed within the approved budget.

• Estimating cost  
  {Documents}

• Cost control  
  {Interview and Questionnaires}

• Controlling the unexpected cost  
  {Interview and Questionnaires}
Stakeholder management is a critical component to the successful delivery of any project, programme or activity. A stakeholder is any individual, group or organization that can affect, be affected by, or perceive itself to be affected by a programme.

- Identify, recognize and acknowledge stakeholder
  {Document, Observation and Questionnaires}